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Buy Now for only $149!
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increase your productivity
		





comfortably
		












Learn more



















Buy Now!
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Order Now via our Kickstarter campaign
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The Truly Ergonomic CLEAVE keyboard enhances your entire typing experience, boosting your productivity and comfort.
		





Your fingers glide and your wrists relax with every keystroke.
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increase your productivity
		





in comfort
		























The Best Ergonomic Keyboard for Natural Typing
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We’ve reshaped the keyboard to mirror the graceful contours of your hands. This is typing redefined – a seamless blend of movement and purpose. 

Each column and key is meticulously aligned with your fingers’ natural movements, banishing wasted motion. Sculpted keys beckon for precise, intentional strokes.

The most frequently used keys are centralized, empowering your strongest fingers to lead your typing endeavors. Embrace a typing experience that feels like a natural extension of you.
						
















The only ergonomic keyboard with optical mechanical switches
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Where most keyboards rely on antiquated metal contacts or uninspiring rubber domes, each switch on our keyboard comes empowered with its own laser emitter and sensor.
The result? A typing sensation that’s beyond fluid — it’s electric.
						
















Guaranteed for 100 Million keystrokes
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Experience lightning-fast actuation, making every keystroke feel immediate and effortless.
Each touch is a symphony of precision, consistency, and comfort. So even after years of intensive use, every keystroke will feel just as sublime as the first.
						























Pain-Free Productivity
		









Think about the last time you wrote on a notepad. Did you align the pad straight ahead, contorting your wrist to scribble each word? Likely not.
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Instinctively, you angled the pad to ensure your hand and forearm formed a comfortable, straight line — an ergonomic position that felt just right, without a second thought.
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This intuitive approach to comfort is precisely what inspired the design of the Truly Ergonomic CLEAVE keyboard. By reimagining the key arrangement and keyboard angle, the CLEAVE naturally guides your wrists into a neutral, pain-free position.
This thoughtful design not only safeguards you from discomfort and repetitive strain injuries (RSIs) but also empowers you to type faster and more efficiently.
						





With the CLEAVE, comfort isn’t a luxury; it’s your new productivity standard.
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Buy Now





















Trusted By Experts & Users Alike
		





Discover why the Truly Ergonomic Keyboard is the choice of industry experts, prolific writers, and dedicated professionals around the globe.
Below are testimonials from those who have experienced firsthand the transformative impact of our keyboard on their work and well-being.
Join the ranks of satisfied users who have made the switch to superior comfort.
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Awesome Ergonomic Keyboard
- Linus Tech Tips



LinusTechTips is one of the most trusted technology review channels on YouTube with over 15 million subscribers.



learn more about this video					
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The keyboard at my desk
- James Strieb



One of the most trusted technology reviewers and an ergonomic keyboard guru from YouTube ShortCircuit (2M subscribers) and LinusTechTips (15M subscribers), uses our keyboard as his daily driver.



video					
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A keyboard designed for humans who want to type in comfort. 


Contrary to all other keyboards that look like typewriters.



read the review					
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Saddened by the mushy feel and soggy sound of your rubber dome keyboard?



Take possession of a Truly Ergonomic keyboard to turn that frown upside down and change it to a smile.



read the review					
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If you’re looking for a great keyboard for someone who practically lives on their computer, consider the Truly Ergonomic Keyboard.



It’s designed to allow you to maximize your typing experience with less fatigue and strain on your hands and body posture.



read the review					
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This keyboard is most definitely the best I have ever used in all my years working, allowing me to type long documents without fatigue.					

Brianne H.Typist				
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As someone who lives as a programmer, giving the Truly Ergonomic Keyboard a chance has been in fact one of the best decisions in my career!					

Christopher K.programmer				
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Awesome Ergonomic Keyboard
- Linus Tech Tips



LinusTechTips is one of the most trusted technology review channels on YouTube with over 15M subscribers.



learn more about this video					
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The keyboard at my desk
- James Strieb



From ShortCircuit (2M subscribers) and LinusTechTips (15M subscribers) as one of the most trusted technology reviewers and as an ergonomic keyboard guru.



video					
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A keyboard designed for humans who want to type in comfort. 


Contrary to all other keyboards that look like typewriters.



read the review					
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Saddened by the mushy feel and soggy sound of your rubber dome keyboard?



Take possession of a Truly Ergonomic Keyboard to turn that pain into a big smile.



read the review					
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If you’re looking for a great keyboard for someone who practically lives on their computer, consider the Truly Ergonomic Keyboard.



It’s designed to allow you to maximize your typing experience with less fatigue and strain on your hands and body posture.



read the review					
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This keyboard is most definitely the best I have ever used in all my years working, allowing me to type for long hours without fatigue.					

Brianne H.Typist				
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As someone who lives as a programmer, as well as a writer, giving the Truly Ergonomic Keyboard a chance has been in fact one of the best decisions in my career!					

Christopher K.programmer & writer				
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Prevent Pain, Experience Comfort
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Our ergonomic keyboard is designed to encourage neutral wrist alignment, actively preventing wrist and shoulder pain.
Its compact design minimizes the need to overreach for the mouse, reducing strain and enhancing comfort.
Helps you stay energized and productive all day long.
						
















Built to Last
		









Advanced Nano-coating shield making it Water, Dust, and even Snack resistant.
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We put a lot of passion into the products we create, and all Truly Ergonomic CLEAVE keyboards are designed to be enjoyed for life.
Features a solid, slim profile body made from aerospace‑grade Aluminum alloy, and keycaps coated with a protective UV coating that defends against oil, grime, and other elements of normal use, keeping them looking perfect and new even after prolonged use.
						
















Water-Resistant		











Dust-Resistant		











Snack-Resistant		























A Perfect Fit. Anywhere.
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When it comes to putting together your dream workstation, we know how important cable management is. That’s why the our keyboard comes with built-in cable re‑routing functionality.
						





Whether you prefer the cable to run straight out the back, or on either side of the keyboard, you can pick the style that suits your workstation best.
Convenient cable management coupled with the overall compact design of the keyboard allows you to easily pair it with laptops, so you can take the ultimate ergonomic typing experience with you anywhere you go.
						























Comfortable Palmrest
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The soft cushioned palm rest helps you work in comfort.
It is fully integrated into the aerospace‑grade Aluminum alloy Body, making it extremely strong and virtually unbreakable.
						





We also know that the sharp edges commonly found on most keyboards cause discomfort over time. By comparison, our smooth palmrest follows the neutral position of your wrists helping you keep feeling amazing even after extended use.
						
























		







		






A Light in The Dark with Customizable Backlight
		









The Truly Ergonomic Keyboard keeps things comfortable and classy with a simple, powerful, bright white LED backlight under each key, delivering the most comfortable color for your visibility in any light condition.
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Since the our keyboard is designed for easy customization with swappable switches, we deliberately installed our LEDs on the PCB itself instead of on the switch. This allows you to replace any switch while still retaining full backlight functionality.
						
















10
Brightness Levels
 
Fully adjustable backlighting ranging from All-Off to Super-Bright
						











8

Customizable Backlight Profiles

Besides All-ON and All-OFF, lets you select which keys you want backlit per profile
						











10

Predefined Backlight Profiles

Choose between preset profiles for easy typing or focused gaming
						











15
Backlight Effects
 
Able to choose between several optional cool Backlight effects
						























Works with Windows, Mac, Chrome, and Linux
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The perfect keyboard for any situation and any computer.
100% plug-and-play. No need for special software or custom drivers.
						
















Typing Transformed into Delight
		









Improve your productivity with the CLEAVE keyboard, where comfort and getting things done come together. Imagine every press of a key feels comfortable, and every task you tackle is supercharged for success.
It’s time to take your typing to the next level!
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For the relentless multitasker, the passionate writer, or any avid computer user yearning for unparalleled typing bliss, the Truly Ergonomic CLEAVE Keyboard will open your eyes to just how efficient and enjoyable typing can be.
						









































Buy Now
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sharing is awesome
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Have a question? We're here to help!
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Discover the Power of Effortless Typing						





All contents Copyright © 2024 Truly Ergonomic Ltd. • Truly Ergonomic™ is a Trademark of Truly Ergonomic Ltd.
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WAIT!  Don’t Miss Out!						
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Save an additional $30 instantly!			

Save an additional $30 instantly!			

Save an additional $30 instantly!			









Hurry! Offer Expires soon.
		








Buy Now










use promo CODE30 during checkout
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